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The impact of genotyping error on haplotype
reconstruction and frequency estimation
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The choice of genotyping families vs unrelated individuals is a critical factor in any large-scale linkage
disequilibrium (LD) study. The use of unrelated individuals for such studies is promising, but in contrast
to family designs, unrelated samples do not facilitate detection of genotyping errors, which have been
shown to be of great importance for LD and linkage studies and may be even more important in
genotyping collaborations across laboratories. Here we employ some of the most commonly-used
analysis methods to examine the relative accuracy of haplotype estimation using families vs unrelateds in
the presence of genotyping error. The results suggest that even slight amounts of genotyping error can
significantly decrease haplotype frequency and reconstruction accuracy, that the ability to detect such
errors in large families is essential when the number/complexity of haplotypes is high (low LD/common
alleles). In contrast, in situations of low haplotype complexity (high LD and/or many rare alleles)
unrelated individuals offer such a high degree of accuracy that there is little reason for less efficient
family designs. Moreover, parent-child trios, which comprise the most popular family design and the
most efficient in terms of the number of founder chromosomes per genotype but which contain little
information for error detection, offer little or no gain over unrelated samples in nearly all cases, and thus
do not seem a useful sampling compromise between unrelated individuals and large families. The
implications of these results are discussed in the context of large-scale LD mapping projects such as the
proposed genome-wide haplotype map.
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Introduction
Recently, plans to develop population-specific genome-wide

haplotype maps have been announced,1,2 building on a

number of intriguing observations such as precise, localised

recombination boundaries,3,4 long segmented tracts of

highly conserved haplotypes5 and differences in the scale

and extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in different popu-

lations.6 – 9 These findings, while highlighting the extreme

variability of LD in humans, also emphasise the potential

for the whole-genome project to increase basic understand-

ing of the ancestral patterns and fundamental processes

involved in recombination, gene-conversion, mutation

and selection.

Construction of a dense genome-wide haplotype map

creates daunting genotyping challenges, involving as many

as 105 – 106 markers on a number of individuals from multi-

ple populations. Therefore it is important that an efficient

study design is employed to maximise LD information

while minimising genotyping throughput and cost. To date,

several studies have made use of experimental haplotype

derivation,10,11 but most investigations have focused on

either family-based haplotype inference or haplotype esti-

mation using the genotypes of unrelated individuals. Of

the latter two approaches, unrelated samples offer greater

genotyping efficiency than pedigree-based designs (as

assessed by the number of genotypes required for each
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founder chromosome), as well as the benefit of simpler

ascertainment. In contrast, families are more difficult to

collect and have proportionally higher genotyping require-

ments for the presumed increase in accuracy. Ultimately,

the relative merits of these two approaches may be a key

determinant of the number and size of populations studied

in the construction of chromosome-wide haplotypes.

In recognition of the genotyping efficiency and ease of

sampling unrelated individuals, a number of statistical

methods for estimating haplotypes from genotype data

have been developed, including a sequential inference

approach,12 several expectation-maximisation (EM) techni-

ques13 – 15 and recently a Markov chain – Monte Carlo

algorithm.16 The accuracy of haplotype frequency estima-

tion using these methods has been considered with

respect to haplotype frequency distributions, LD levels,

allele frequencies, departures from Hardy – Weinberg equili-

brium and sampling error.17,18 In many cases, much of the

haplotype frequency information is available in genotypes

of unrelated individuals, and thus pedigree designs, with

their ascertainment burden and relative genotyping ineffi-

ciency, may be unnecessary for large-scale haplotype

characterisation.

While the degree of information retained in genotypes of

unrelated individuals is encouraging for high-throughput

studies, the comparative analyses conducted to date have

not considered genotyping error, which may be one of

the most salient features in any haplotype study. Slight

amounts of genotyping error have the potential to domi-

nate linkage studies19,20 and can substantially influence

estimates of pairwise LD.21 The importance of genotyping

error may be even more pronounced in collaborative

studies such as the genome-wide haplotype project, which

will likely involve integrated genotype data from different

laboratories with different genotyping platforms and proto-

cols. From this perspective, family-designs may regain some

advantages over samples of unrelateds, as they can eluci-

date at least some of the individual errors via Mendelian

inconsistencies and unlikely recombination patterns.

In this study, we evaluate the impact of genotyping error

on different study designs, considering both haplotype

frequency estimates and direct reconstruction of individual

haplotypes, which are useful for cladistic modelling and for

evaluating specific recombination patterns with disease. We

compare samples of unrelated individuals with two family

designs: parent-child trios, the simplest and most efficient

family design, and nuclear families of parents plus four

offspring, which contain nearly all available information

for error detection in nuclear families22 but are relatively

inefficient and considerably more difficult to collect. For

these comparisons, we employ haplotype estimation proce-

dures which are widely used in current practical

applications, in order to identify potential errors of infer-

ence and to highlight some of the methodological

weaknesses requiring advancement.

Methods
For all comparisons, we conducted 5000 simulations of 25

families by defining founder haplotypes and segregating

them to one or four offspring. For each simulation, the unre-

lated sample comprised the same 50 founders (100

chromosomes). Thus, in this scheme, the number of founder

(unrelated) chromosomes are held constant, letting the trios

and 4-sib families have 2/3 and 1/3 the efficiency of the

unrelated samples (independent of phase information),

respectively. To focus upon situations which are illustrative

of those likely to be encountered in large haplotyping

studies, we simulated local regions of five equispaced

(y=0.001) diallelic markers in each family under conditions

where EM performs well (eg, few common haplotypes with

many rare or absent haplotypes) or poorly (many equifre-

quent haplotypes).17 In terms of pairwise LD, three

conditions were examined: low LD (0.05D’40.50), moder-

ate LD (0.254D’40.75) and high LD, or haplotype blocks

(0.754D’40.95), where D’ is as defined previously,23 the

highest D’ values in each situation correspond to adjacent

markers and the lowest D’ is between the first and last

marker in the haplotype according to a first-order Markov

process. Each of the LD conditions was simulated using equi-

frequent markers (generating many distinct haplotypes

when LD is low or moderate) or markers with minor allele

frequency 0.10 (generating many rare and few common

haplotypes with even slight levels of LD). Genotyping error

was introduced randomly in each individual, with error rates

varying from 0 – 10%. The distribution of error was assumed

to be uniform; ie, the penetrance function, Pr (observed

genotype|underlying genotype) is the same for all possible

underlying genotypes.24 This error model has been exam-

ined previously in microsatellite studies,25,26 and was

selected here because the relevance of directed error models

for different SNP technologies is not yet known. The aim of

these simulations was to identify general trends of differen-

tial impact of genotyping error on study design/method of

haplotype estimation, rather than to exhaustively screen

for specific differences in an encompassing set of models,

frequencies and marker-set compositions.

Frequency differences were assessed via the previously

described discrepancy measure:13,16

Dðh; ĥhÞ ¼ 1

2

X2L

i¼1

hi ĥh
ðEM;LGÞ
i

��� ���;
for the 2L true founder (hi) or estimated (ĥhi) haplotype

frequencies using either the Expectation-Maximisation

method (EM)27 for unrelateds, or the related Lander-Green

(LG),28 method for trios or 4-sib families method. Differ-

ences between individual haplotype inferences were

quantified by comparing the proportion of times each

haplotype was unambiguously and correctly defined, using

the Lander-Green,28 E-M/MCMC,16 or the simple, rapid

sequential inference approach.12 In cases where the haplo-
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type being reconstructed was ambiguous, the most prob-

able answer was used. In rare situations where more than

one haplotype was equally likely, the haplotype was

chosen randomly from the equi-probable set. For all

analyses of family data, when any Mendelian error or

excessive recombination errors could be detected (via deli-

neation of all possible inheritance vectors)29 the founder

genotypes were eliminated prior to haplotype evaluation.

For analyses of unrelated individuals, no error detection

screening was conducted so that all genotypes were

analysed, including those with errors. Although other stra-

tegies may be more powerful than simple error omission,

this basic strategy has been shown to retain much of the

power to detect genetic effects in some linkage and asso-

ciation studies.19,20

Results
The results of haplotype frequency accuracy comparisons

using unrelated vs family designs are shown in Figure 1.

Several clear trends emerge from these comparisons. First,

as expected due to the reliance on familial segregation,

performance of the 4-sibling family design (shown as

diamonds) does not depend heavily on the level of disequi-

librium or the underlying allele frequency: the accuracy

gradually decreases with increasing error at a similar rate

under all conditions examined. If error detection were

Figure 1 Haplotype frequency differences as a function of LD levels and marker allele frequencies. The ‘low LD’ panels (A,D) refer to
adjacent marker LD of 0.05D’40.50; the ‘moderate LD’ panels (B,E) show adjacent marker LD of 0.254D’40.75; and the high-LD
panels, or ‘conserved haplotype blocks’ (C,F) refer to segments with 0.755D’40.95. Results in the left panels are derived from markers
all having equal allele frequencies, which yield many distinct haplotypes for low LD levels and few common haplotypes for high LD.
Results in the right panels are derived from markers with 0.10 minor allele frequency, which yield few common haplotypes and many rare
haplotypes in all cases. Nuclear families with four offspring and parents are shown as diamonds; trios are shown as triangles; founders
(unrelateds) are shown as squares.
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perfect, all of these lines would be horizontal. In contrast,

owing to the use of marginal genotype frequencies and

the complexity of the underlying haplotypes, EM estimates

(shown as squares) vary substantially. This can be seen most

easily in the baseline (no error) frequency discrepancies of

Figure 1, which range from *0 – 15%. It is important to

distinguish these inherent methodological/study design

differences from those relating to the effects of genotyping

error.

Second, for all study designs and estimation methods,

there is a substantial loss of accuracy with increasing geno-

typing error rate. At 5% error, for example, the

discrepancies of frequency estimates increase by as much

as 10-fold relative to the levels obtained with perfect geno-

typing. These dramatic differences can occur in all designs

and estimation procedures examined.

Third, the largest differences between the unrelated and

family designs occur when there are many distinct haplo-

types and moderate or little linkage disequilibrium (Figure

1A,B). As expected in this situation, EM performs substan-

tially worse than family-based haplotype estimation.17

Interestingly, the accuracy differences diminish as genotyp-

ing error increases; ie, the discrepancies of family-based

estimation gradually decrease with increasing error, but

EM estimates do not decline so rapidly. In this case, EM

estimates are already poor even with perfect genotyping,

as can be seen by the relatively large Dðh; ĥhÞ values (7 –

17% for error 43%); thus, the estimates only become

marginally worse, approaching random levels, with addi-

tional error. This is clearly a situation in which large

family-designs are preferable to unrelated samples. Given

the current density, marker conversion rate and preponder-

ance of common allele SNPs in the public databases,30,31

this may be the typical situation for the impending first-

generation LD maps.

Fourth, in the opposite extreme, when there are rela-

tively few common haplotypes and many rare haplotypes

(shown as moderate-high LD and/or low allele frequencies;

Figure 1C-F), the differences between family and unrelated

designs are slight (all Dðh; ĥhÞ differences 55% for error

45%). For perfect genotyping, this is unsurprising since

EM methods have been shown to perform very well17 (as

can also be seen in the present results Dðh; ĥhÞ within 3%

of the true values). Surprisingly, however, in the presence

of error EM still performs well, despite the inability to

detect any errors whatsoever. For moderate error rates (up

to 3%), EM estimates differ only slightly from family-based

outcomes, showing cumulative frequency differences of

only 2% or less with either family design (Figure 1E,F). It

is interesting that the relative accuracy changes at about

3%, as has been highlighted as an error rate threshold in

pairwise LD assessments.21 In regions of high LD or in

assessments of sets of rare alleles (Figure 1C,E,F), there

seems little or no advantage of a family-design over the

unrelated strategy, whatever the error rate. In our compari-

sons, unrelateds actually require fewer genotypes/founder

chromosome, thus further emphasising their efficiency in

this situation.

Finally, in nearly all cases examined, trios (triangles in all

panels of Figure 1) do not perform appreciably better than

unrelateds. The accuracy of haplotype frequencies derived

by familial segregation in trios is more similar to that esti-

mated in unrelateds than that in the larger family design.

This is likely due to the fact that relatively few Mendelian

errors are detectable in trios,32 so any differences between

unrelateds and trios are due more to the use of familial

segregation vs marginal genotype frequencies than to differ-

ential rates of error detection. The main exception to this

trend again occurs in the presence of many different haplo-

types of limited conservation (Figure 1A), in which the trios

offer an intermediate level of accuracy between the larger

family design and the unrelated approach. Given the poor

estimation properties of unrelateds in this situation, even

the limited information in segregation to a single offspring

increases estimation accuracy.

Figure 2 shows the proportion of individual haplotypes

completely and correctly inferred using the EM/MCMC,

Lander-Green (trio and 4-sib) and sequential inference

approaches, under the same conditions of low, moderate

and high LD as depicted in Figure 1. In many cases, the

results for individual haplotypes are similar to those for

haplotype frequencies. In particular, family-based haplo-

type assessment performs very well (495% accuracy) in

all LD/allele frequency situations examined up to an error

rate of 1%, after which the accuracy decreases at a fairly

consistent rate. EM/MCMC estimation is just as accurate

as family-based estimation when relatively few common

haplotypes are available (Figure 2C,E,F), but suffers drama-

tically whenever LD is low (Figure 2A,D). These differences,

also apparent in our frequency comparisons, are striking

when considering individual haplotype estimation: for

the case of low LD/equifrequent alleles (Figure 2A), the

best performance of any method on unrelated individuals

results in incorrect assignment of at least 1/3 of the haplo-

types, while the use of large families results in correct

assignment of at least 95% of the haplotypes in all cases

up to 1% error. Interestingly, the heuristic sequential infer-

ence method outperforms EM/MCMC in the presence of

low LD/unequal allele frequencies (Figure 2D) across the

entire range of genotyping error. Thus, for all cases except

low-moderate LD with common alleles (Figure 2A,B),

sampling unrelated individuals may be preferred, since at

least one analysis method can recover the haplotypes

approximately as well as family-based segregation infer-

ence. As noted previously, however, the low-moderate

LD/common allele case in which families are favoured

may be more illustrative of the patterns expected from

currently available marker sets, due to the marker density

in any one population and the excess of common allele

markers.
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As observed in the haplotype frequency comparisons, the

accuracy of haplotype inference in trios is generally closer

to that in unrelateds than to larger families. The only

exceptions to this pattern occurred with little LD, which

is unsurprising since most haplotype information is only

apparent via familial segregation when LD is very low or

Figure 2 Proportion of haplotypes correctly and completely identified in individuals. Five markers were simulated according to the
categories shown in Figure 1.
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absent. Detection of genotyping error in trios did not

confer substantially greater accuracy than unrelated indivi-

duals and EM estimation.

Overall, the results suggest that the LD patterns and

complexity of haplotypes and the use of familial segrega-

tion or marginal genotype frequencies are more important

determinants of the utility of family vs unrelated designs

than is the capacity for detecting genotyping error. To illus-

trate this point, the accuracy of individual haplotype

prediction, in terms of proportion of correct inferences,

was calibrated for each design/analysis method on the basis

of its performance with perfect genotyping. This allows

direct comparison of the proportional decrease in accuracy

due to error, conditional on the baseline differences in

design/analysis method performances. The results of these

comparisons reveal highly similar trends by all methods

and study designs (Figure 3). That is, the accuracy of each

study design/analysis method decreases at approximately

the same rate in the presence of genotyping error, given

their baseline accuracies. EM approaches perform well when

there are relatively few haplotypes but poorly when there

are many, and large family designs perform about the same

for all LD patterns but carry additional genotyping burdens;

these relative strengths/weaknesses are largely unaltered by

the introduction of genotyping error. Consequently, the

capacity to detect genotyping errors seems of lesser impor-

tance for choosing sampling designs than the density of

markers, their frequency profiles and the analytical

approaches employed.

Discussion
The results of these simulations offer several suggestions

for the design of large-scale LD studies such as the haplo-

type map initiative: (i) In general, genotyping larger

families appears appropriate and justifiable for marker

maps in which average LD may be low and/or most

markers have common alleles. In these cases, which may

be illustrative of the currently available SNP collections,

haplotype inference via familial segregation and the ability

to detect and eliminate many genotyping errors yields

substantially greater accuracy than frequency estimation

using unrelated individuals. (ii) Conversely, studies of

unrelated individuals appear preferable in investigations

of rare alleles and particularly in densely spaced markers

with higher expected LD levels, when the ability to detect

genotyping errors in families does not seem to warrant the

reduction in genotyping efficiency. (iii) The low rate of

error detection in trios does not yield enough information

to warrant the increased genotyping required relative to

unrelated samples. It should be noted, however, that this

general lack of utility of trios is due in large part to

the exclusive use of familial segregation for haplotype

inference. Methods which incorporate both familial trans-

mission and genotype frequencies, thereby combining the

benefits of error detection, segregation patterns and under-

lying haplotype frequencies, but which are as yet

undeveloped, could favour trios and yield more efficient

and accurate methods for cataloguing LD patterns. More-

over, methods for explicit detection and modelling of

genotype error within the full distribution of possible

haplotypes, similar to the approaches recently developed

for markers in linkage equilibrium,24,33 could significantly

increase the accuracy of family designs.

There are a number of additional error and analysis

models that could be explored to address questions of geno-

typing error and haplotype inference, including longer

haplotypes (more markers), different sample sizes and

deeper pedigrees. While such investigations are essential

for any specific application, the general trends shown here,

favouring large pedigrees for moderate LD/common allele

situations and unrelateds otherwise, would not be expected

to change dramatically. We have conducted simulations of

up to 25 markers with sample sizes up to 400 chromosomes

(data not shown), and while the absolute accuracy levels

vary, the general trends are unchanged.
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